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Abstract. Atmospheric circulation modes are important concepts in understanding the variability of atmospheric dynamics. Assuming their spatial patterns to be fixed, such modes
are often described by simple indices from rather short observational data sets. The increasing length of reanalysis products allows these concepts and assumptions to be scrutinised. Here we investigate the stability of spatial patterns of
Northern Hemisphere teleconnections by using the Twentieth
Century Reanalysis as well as several control and transient
millennium-scale simulations with coupled models. The observed and simulated centre of action of the two major teleconnection patterns, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
and to some extent the Pacific North American (PNA), are
not stable in time. The currently observed dipole pattern of
the NAO, its centre of action over Iceland and the Azores,
split into a north–south dipole pattern in the western Atlantic
with a wave train pattern in the eastern part, connecting the
British Isles with West Greenland and the eastern Mediterranean during the period 1940–1969 AD. The PNA centres of
action over Canada are shifted southwards and over Florida
into the Gulf of Mexico during the period 1915–1944 AD.
The analysis further shows that shifts in the centres of action
of either teleconnection pattern are not related to changes in
the external forcing applied in transient simulations of the
last millennium. Such shifts in their centres of action are
accompanied by changes in the relation of local precipitation and temperature with the overlying atmospheric mode.
These findings further undermine the assumption of stationarity between local climate/proxy variability and large-scale

dynamics inherent when using proxy-based reconstructions
of atmospheric modes, and call for a more robust understanding of atmospheric variability on decadal timescales.

1

Introduction

The complexity of the large-scale atmospheric flow (Lorenz,
1967) and the associated long-term climate variability are
often simplified by characterising the atmospheric circulation using so-called modes of variability. These modes refer
to physically meaningful teleconnection patterns, which connect distant and coherently varying regions with each other,
and are often characterised by a time-varying index and a
fixed spatial pattern (Stephenson et al., 2003). Since the late
19th century, indices have been used to identify regions of
coherent climate variability (mainly temperature, precipitation, and pressure) and correlation analysis has been applied
to observations in order to explore teleconnections (Hann,
1890; Defant, 1924). Such teleconnections originate from inphase variability that takes place at different locations due
to either waves (e.g. Rossby waves) or advection of physical properties (e.g. temperature, humidity, etc.) by air masses
(e.g. Wanner et al., 2001; Hurrell et al., 2004; Pinto and
Raible, 2012).
Teleconnection patterns can also consist of two or more
anti-correlated centres of action. Among others, the most
important ones in the Northern Hemisphere boreal winter
are the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Pacific
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North America (PNA) patterns (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981;
Barnston and Livezey, 1987). The NAO is the leading mode
of the pressure field in the North Atlantic region, with two
barotropic and anti-correlated centres of action: one over Iceland and the other over the Azores which extends to the
Iberian Peninsula (e.g. Hurrell, 1995). The PNA is mainly
manifested in the mid-troposphere and represents a wave
train with centres over the tropical Pacific, the Aleutian Islands, northern Canada and Florida in the 500 hPa geopotential height field (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Barnston
and Livezey, 1987). These pressure patterns modulate the
atmospheric flow (e.g. Woollings et al., 2010b) and control cyclone activity and changes in other climate variables
(e.g. temperature and precipitation) at regional and local
scales (Hurrell, 1995; Hurrell and Deser, 2009).
The inherent simplicity of these atmospheric modes, the
societal relevance, and the relationships to variables such as
temperature and precipitation have attracted the interests of
the climate proxy and reconstruction community over recent
decades. The aim has been to extend the time series of such
modes beyond the instrumental period by using proxy data
from archives (e.g. tree rings, stalagmites, ice cores) in order
to deepen our understanding of the low-frequency variability
of such modes (e.g. Casty et al., 2007). This has led to a number of reconstructions for the NAO (e.g. Luterbacher et al.,
1999; Cook et al., 2002; Mann, 2002; Trouet et al., 2009)
and the PNA indices (Moore et al., 2002; Trouet and Taylor,
2010), albeit often with contradicting time evolution prior to
the instrumental era (Schmutz et al., 2000; Pinto and Raible,
2012). One source of uncertainty arises from the proxies
themselves, as temperature-sensitive proxies seem to be less
reliable than precipitation-sensitive proxy records for reconstructing atmospheric indices (Zorita and Gonzalez-Rouco,
2002). Additionally, regional biases of proxy records and
the regional representation of proxy sites are important. For
instance, Lehner et al. (2012b) recently showed in climate
model simulations and reanalysis products that the constraint
by only two precipitation-sensitive proxies at two different
sites used in one reconstruction (Trouet et al., 2009) is insufficient to reliably reconstruct the simulated past NAO behaviour. Moreover, the selection of suitable proxy locations
in reconstructing atmospheric modes of variability may have
been geographically biased toward those regions affected by
the NAO in the 20th century (Cook et al., 2002).
One conceptual shortcoming of teleconnection patterns
is that their centres of action are often interpreted to be
fixed in space, an inherent characteristic of index definitions. Additionally, stationarity in the relation between the
proxy records and the atmospheric circulation is a basic assumption of past reconstructions of such indices. However,
there is growing evidence that this interpretation and the assumption are not always trustworthy. Ulbrich and Christoph
(1999) found a systematic north-eastward shift of the northern centre of action of the NAO in climate model projections
for the 21st century, indicating that at least the simulated
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014

position of the pressure centres is not stable in time. Investigating the low-frequency characteristics of Northern Hemispheric teleconnection patterns, a series of studies have already found structural changes (in shape and position) of
these patterns and that these changes are connected to differences in the atmosphere–ocean coupling (Raible et al., 2001,
2004; Luksch et al., 2005). Focusing on longer timescales,
Raible et al. (2006) showed evidence that the southern centre of action of the NAO is relocated from its present state
around the Azores/Lisbon to the central Mediterranean when
analysing European pressure field reconstructions for the
past 500 years (Luterbacher et al., 2002) as well as control simulations with coupled climate models. Franzke and
Feldstein (2005) interpreted the teleconnection patterns as
a continuum of superposed combinations of different atmospheric circulation modes, e.g. for the North Atlantic a combination of the NAO, the East Atlantic (EA) and the Scandinavian (SCA) patterns (Moore et al., 2013). Such combinations can lead to instability in the centres of action and
could influence relationships between the large-scale circulation and proxy records (Raible et al., 2006).
The aim of this study is to investigate the spatio-temporal
behaviour of teleconnection patterns in the Northern Hemisphere for the last 1000 years in control and transient simulations with two coupled climate models. The correlation structures are thereby determined by the teleconnectivity measure
first introduced by Wallace and Gutzler (1981). The results
are compared with reanalysis data (Compo et al., 2011). The
transient simulations are further used to assess the response
of the spatio-temporal behaviour to the external forcing applied. Additionally, impacts of the spatio-temporal behaviour
of teleconnection patterns on fields relevant for the proxy reconstruction community are discussed.
Section 2 briefly gives an overview of the data sets, the
models, and simulations used in this study. The teleconnection patterns are introduced and their spatial variability is discussed in Sect. 3. Then, the impact of the changing correlation structures on potential proxy sites is illustrated, highlighting potential limitations of the ability of current proxies
to reconstruct such changes (Sect. 4). Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Sect. 5.

2

Data, models, and experimental design

In this study we use the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (TCR,
version 2; Compo et al., 2006, 2011, NOAA/OAR/ESRL
PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA). These data are generated at
T63 horizontal resolution (i.e. a triangular spectral truncation at wave number 63) and provided on a regular grid of
2.5◦ × 2.5◦ . The data are interpolated to T30/T31 (roughly
3.75◦ × 3.75◦ ) to be comparable with the model data. TCR
consists of an ensemble of 56 members and the ensemble
mean for the period 1871–2010. Both the ensemble mean and
the individual members of the 500 hPa geopotential height
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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Table 1. Overview of simulations available for the analysis.
Model

Experiment

Forcing

Ensemble
members

CCSM3
CCSM3
CCSM3
CCSM3
CCSM3
ECHO-G
ECHO-G

Ctrl1990
Ctrl1500
Ctrl1000
TR1a-TR4a
TR1b
Ctrl1990
Erik I/II

Perpetual 1990 AD conditions
Perpetual 1500 AD conditions
Perpetual 1000 AD conditions
Transient forcing (see Fig. 1) 1500–2098 AD∗
Transient forcing (see Fig. 1) 1000–2098 AD∗
Perpetual 1990 AD conditions
Transient forcing (see Fig. 1) 1000–2099 AD∗

1
1
1
4
1
1
2

Model
years
400 years
600 years
1200 years
598 years
1098 years
1000 years
1099 years

∗ Note that the transient simulations with CCSM3 and one simulation with ECHO-G use the A2 SRES scenarios for the future (see text

for details).

are used for the analysis. Note that the reanalysis product
only relies on surface pressure measurements, so there is
some concern about its ability to represent mid-tropospheric
climate variability and climate variability in areas and time
periods where surface data are scarcely available (e.g. the
Arctic or the North Pacific in the early period of the reanalysis product). Still, Brönnimann et al. (2011) showed for
example that TCR shows a rather close agreement to early
upper air data, such as the geopotential height at 500 hPa.
Moore et al. (2013) showed that TCR is able to realistically
represent the surface climate variability in the North Atlantic
region.
Besides the reanalysis product, the study is based on model
results from two different fully coupled climate models. The
first model is the Climate Community System Model, Version 3 (CCSM3) developed by NCAR (Collins et al., 2006),
and consists of four components: atmosphere, ocean, land
surface, and sea ice, all coupled without flux adjustments. To
generate ensemble simulations the lowest resolution setting
is selected. The atmospheric component has 26 σ -pressure
levels and a horizontal resolution of T31. The land surface
shares the same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere. The
ocean component has 25 unevenly spaced depth levels and
a nominal horizontal resolution of 3◦ (refined around Greenland and near the Equator to approximately 0.9◦ ). The thermodynamic and dynamic sea ice component has the same
horizontal resolution as the ocean component. To assess the
role of the resolution, a horizontal resolution of T85 in the
atmosphere and nominal 1◦ in the ocean is used for one
simulation.
The second model (denoted as ECHO-G in the following)
consists of four model components coupled, however, with
an annual mean flux correction scheme for heat and freshwater (Legutke and Voss, 1999) that averages out globally. The
atmospheric component is the fourth version of the European
Centre model of Hamburg (ECHAM4) with a horizontal resolution of T30 and 19 σ -pressure levels (Roeckner et al.,
1996). The ocean component is the Hamburg ocean model
in primitive equations (HOPE) with a horizontal resolution
of 2.8◦ × 2.8◦ and 20 unevenly spaced vertical depth levels
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(Wolff et al., 1997). Moreover, a land surface and a thermodynamic sea ice component are part of the model system.
Both models are used to perform (i) control simulations
(Ctrl) with constant external forcing, and (ii) transient simulations (TR1a-TR4a and TR1b with CCSM3; Erik I and II
with ECHO-G) with time-varying external forcing as boundary conditions (Table 1). As control simulations, four simulations with CCSM3 are available with perpetual 1000,
1500, and 1990 AD forcing. Details of the climatology and
biases of the 1990 AD simulation in T31 can be found
in Yeager et al. (2006). Additionally, a Ctrl simulation for
1990 AD conditions with a horizontal resolution of T85 is
used to show the influence of the resolution on the results.This simulation is provided by NCAR. The Ctrl1000
and Ctrl1500 simulations are discussed in Yoshimori et al.
(2010) and Hofer et al. (2011). For ECHO-G, a Ctrl1900 simulation is used. Its climatology is presented in Legutke and
Voss (1999) and the variability of the Northern Hemisphere
large-scale atmospheric circulation is investigated by Raible
et al. (2001, 2004, 2005), Zorita et al. (2003), and Luksch
et al. (2005).
Five transient simulations with CCSM3 are used, covering
the last five centuries up to the last millennium. An ensemble of four simulations (TRa1 to TRa4) is integrated from
1500 to 2000 AD, where the initial states are obtained from
different years of the Ctrl1500 simulation. One simulation
(TRb1) spans the entire millennium, with an initial state from
the Ctrl1000 simulation. For all five simulations, the same
external forcing is applied, that is, greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentrations, volcanic aerosols (in the stratosphere), and
total solar irradiance (summarised in Fig. 1 – black lines).
Further details of the simulations and the forcing functions
are presented in Yoshimori et al. (2010), Hofer et al. (2011)
and Lehner et al. (2012a, b). All simulations are extended to
2099 AD using the SRES A2 scenario (IPCC, 2001, 2007).
Two ECHO-G transient simulations are used, one with
rather warm initial conditions (Erik I) and one with comparatively colder initial conditions (Erik II). The external forcing
is slightly different from the CCSM3 simulation (Fig. 1). The
greenhouse gas forcing of the transient ECHO-G simulations
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Fig. 1. Forcing from 1000 to 2100 AD for the CCSM3 (black) and
the ECHO-G (red) transient simulations: (a) solar and equivalent
CO2 forcing (including CO2 , CH4 , and N2 O) with respect to mean
of the period 1500–1899, and (b) the forcing representing volcanic
eruptions. The forcing in (a) is represented after conversion to the
equivalent radiative forcing, assuming a planetary albedo of 0.31
and using the simplified formula given in IPCC (2001, Table 6.2).
The inset in (a) focuses on the forcing functions from 1000 to
1850 AD. In (b) the optical depth in the visible band represents the
volcanic forcing of the CCSM3 simulations, whereas in ECHO-G
the volcanic forcing is just implemented by changes of the solar
constant.

is based on older reconstructions for CH4 and N2 O and a different spline techniques is used for the same CO2 data. Details on these differences are discussed in Fernández-Donado
et al. (2013). The volcanic forcing is only included as total
solar irradiance changes; thus it only takes the direct shortwave effect of volcanic eruptions into account. As in the
case of CCSM3 simulations, one simulation is extended to
2100 AD using the A2 SRES scenario. Details of these simulations are presented by González-Rouco et al. (2003, 2006,
2009) and Zorita et al. (2005). The simulations of both model
setups are also compared with reconstructions and other simulations of the last millennium by assessing the temperature
response to the external forcing in Fernández-Donado et al.
(2013). Note that the variability of the solar forcing used to
drive the CCSM3 and ECHO-G simulations is rather large,
that is, total solar irradiance changes between the Late Maunder Minimum (1680–1715 AD) and the late 20th century are
0.23 % (CCSM3) and 0.29 % (ECHO-G), as presented in the
multi-model comparison by Fernández-Donado et al. (2013).

3

Northern Hemisphere teleconnection patterns

In this section teleconnection patterns of the Northern Hemisphere are investigated. Therefore, we first compare the longterm mean behaviour of the model simulations with observations, wherewith the classical teleconnection patterns are introduced and model biases in the correlation patterns are discussed. The teleconnections are analysed by teleconnectivity
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014

maps based on 500 hPa geopotential height (hereafter Z500)
for winter months December to February (DJF), as first introduced by Wallace and Gutzler (1981). The teleconnectivity is a field of anti-correlation based on the geopotential
height in 500 hPa. Correlating one grid point with all others, the strongest negative correlation is searched for and
denoted at this grid point. Assessing all grid points by this
procedure leads to a field of negative correlation where the
areas of stronger negative correlation correspond to centres
of action of teleconnection patterns. These centres of action
are combined by teleconnection axes (Wallace and Gutzler,
1981; Raible et al., 2006). These axes are identified using a
one-point correlation technique, in other words, correlating
a centre of action with the Z500 field and searching for the
point which delivered the strongest negative correlation. The
method is applied to monthly DJF data. Prior to the application of the teleconnectivity method the seasonal cycle is
removed and the data is detrended. In the second part of this
section the time-varying behaviour of the correlation patterns
is presented.
3.1

Long-term mean

Applying the method of Wallace and Gutzler (1981) to the
Z500 fields of the TCR data shows the well-known teleconnection patterns for the current observational period from
1971–2000 AD (Fig. 2a). Teleconnectivity regions corresponding to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) pattern, the
West Pacific (WP) pattern, the Pacific North America (PNA)
pattern, an area over Siberia and one connecting the eastern Mediterranean with central Europe are identified. The
latter shows weaker anti-correlations than for the aforementioned regions. The teleconnections based on the entire period from 1871 to 2008 AD show a slight reduction of the
anti-correlations (Fig. 2b). This reduction is particularly observed in the North Atlantic. More importantly, the teleconnection patterns change in such a way that the more eastern
position of the centres of action of the NAO during the period 1971–2000 AD (Fig. 2a) is shifted to the central Atlantic
(Fig. 2b).
The simulated NAO-type teleconnection patterns substantially deviate from the observed one. In the CCSM3
Ctrl experiment, the main teleconnection pattern is shifted
southwards with centres of action located south of the
British Islands and south of the Canary Islands and North
Africa (Fig. 2c). In the western part of the North Atlantic,
CCSM3 displays a weaker NAO-type pattern. The ECHOG Ctrl experiment shows a similar southward displacement
as CCSM3, omitting however a centre over North Africa. A
pattern in the western part of the North Atlantic is not identified, but the Ctrl simulation shows the pattern connecting
central Europe with the eastern Mediterranean region as in
the observations. The simulated teleconnectivity maps of the
control experiments agree with the observed pattern of the
full period (1871–2008) and the recent period 1971–2000
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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The transient experiments of each model configuration resemble the biases of the Ctrl experiments, and their strengths
of anti-correlation generally become much weaker. Thus, the
model simulations exhibit in some areas substantial biases in
the correlation patterns and may only be partly able to correctly simulate teleconnection patterns.
3.2

Time behaviour of teleconnection patterns

Med

(c) CCSM3 1990Ctrl

(d) ECHO−G 1990Ctrl

(e) CCSM3 TR01

(f) ECHO−G ERIK II

Fig. 2. Teleconnectivity based on the 500 hPa geopotential height:
(a) TCR for the reference period 1971–2000, (b) TCR for the period 1871–2008, (c) Ctrl1990 of CCSM3, (d) Ctrl1990 of ECHO-G,
(e) TR1a, and (f) Erik II. Note that other simulations TR2a–TR4a
and TR1b show a similar pattern as (e) and Erik I resembles the
pattern of (f), therefore they are not shown. The arrows illustrate
teleconnection axes and are estimated by one-point correlations in
each of the centres of action, as suggested by Wallace and Gutzler
(1981) and Raible et al. (2006). They show NAO-type, PNA-type,
and WP-type patterns as well as a pattern over Siberia (Sib) and a
pattern connecting the eastern Mediterranean with central Europe
(Med) as denoted in (a).

(Fig. 2c, d) over the Pacific and Siberia. The WP and the PNA
patterns are nicely represented in all Ctrl experiments with
some minor deviations in CCSM3, which simulates a north–
south dipole structure in the eastern part of the Pacific and a
slight westward shift of the Florida centre of the PNA pattern. The ECHO-G Ctrl experiment slightly underestimates
the anti-correlation of the WP pattern.
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Differences in teleconnectivity between the entire TCR and
the period from 1971–2000 AD already hint at a potential
change in the strength and spatial pattern of correlations
structures. To investigate the time dependence of the teleconnection patterns on decadal to multi-decadal timescales,
the teleconnectivity based on Z500 is deduced using a 30year running window. The agreement or disagreement with
the current observed patterns is measured by pattern correlation between the patterns of the reference period (1971–
2000 AD) and patterns based on the running 30-year window. The pattern correlation index is derived for two areas: the North Atlantic European region (100◦ W–50◦ E, 0–
90◦ N) and the North Pacific America region (230◦ W–70◦ W,
0–90◦ N). A pattern correlation index of r = 1 means that the
teleconnection map of, e.g. a past 30-year period, perfectly
matches with the current reference teleconnection map. The
pattern correlation is a very demanding measure, as tests in
the model world and the reanalysis show. Shifting a teleconnection pattern by, e.g. two grid points, will cause the correlation pattern to deteriorate from r = 1 to roughly r = 0.85.
Moreover, one could test whether a pattern correlation is significant or not. In doing so we find that the pattern correlation
is statistically significant at the 1 % level when the correlation
coefficient r is greater than 0.53 for the Atlantic and r > 0.65
for the Pacific (note that the difference is due to the high autocorrelation which deteriorates the degrees of freedom to
roughly 19 for the Atlantic and 12 for the Pacific). Thus,
we consider the resulting time series of pattern correlation
to give evidence of periods of agreement with the current
state for significant positive pattern correlation or disagreement for low or even negative pattern correlation, but we do
not expect to reach r = 1.
The pattern correlation index time series of TCR shows
disagreement with the reference teleconnection patterns already in the 20th century for the North Atlantic region
(Fig. 3a). In the period from 1940–1969 AD the pattern correlation r is below 0.5. This is a hint that the correlation structure experiences a substantial change during this time. Going further back in time, the agreement of the teleconnection
patterns with the reference pattern increases to levels of 0.6
to 0.7 in TCR. The data quality and amount is reduced in the
early part of this reanalysis product and may affect the ensemble mean. To test this, each ensemble member of the reanalysis is investigated separately. The results for individual
ensemble members agree well among each other and confirm
the robustness of the anomalous period from 1940–1969 AD.
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014
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Fig. 3. Running spatial correlation time series using a 30-year window and the reference teleconnectivity pattern (inset in a) for the
Atlantic: (a) TCR 1871 to 2010, (b) CCSM3 Ctrl simulations,
(c) Ctrl1990 of ECHO-G, (d) transient simulations with CCSM3,
and (e) transient simulations with ECHO-G. In (a) the black time series shows the running spatial correlations using the ensemble mean
TCR data; the grey time series are the running spatial correlations
for each individual member of TCR and in red the mean of the grey
time series is presented. The 1 % significance level of the pattern
correlation is illustrated by the grey dashed line.

Moreover, the mean over all the ensemble members is similar
to the correlation time series derived from the ensemble mean
field which illustrates that TCR is rather well constrained in
the North Atlantic.
The climate model simulations show a different picture
(Fig. 3b–e). Overall the pattern correlation is reduced, which
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014

hints that the climate model simulations may have deficiencies in their simulation of the teleconnection patterns as
mentioned previously. Still, there are also differences between the models. CCSM3 shows a pattern correlation range
of approximately −0.2 to 0.7 (with a mean of 0.2), whereas
ECHO-G has a range of roughly 0 to 0.8 (mean of 0.4). This
indicates that the model biases in CCSM3 are stronger than
in ECHO-G relative to the 1971–2000 baseline. Moreover,
increasing the resolution to T85 shows no substantial difference for the CCSM3 model family. Despite these biases, all
simulations show decadal-scale variability of periods with
agreement (r > 0.6) and disagreement (low or negative r).
Comparing the Ctrl simulations with the corresponding transient simulations we find no difference in the range of pattern correlation, nor a difference in the variability of the time
series. Moreover, the variability of the pattern correlation indices of the transient simulations shows no coherence among
each other and is unrelated to changes in the external forcing for both models (Fig. 1). This holds true for the future
as well when no systematic response to the increased forcing
from greenhouse gases is detectable. Also, the mean climate
state seems to be irrelevant for the variability of agreement
as illustrated for the CCSM3 model by the different Ctrl simulations. None of these simulations show a substantial difference with respect to periods of agreement and disagreement.
For the Pacific region, the TCR teleconnection patterns
show a decrease in agreement with the reference pattern
when going back in time (Fig. 4a). The lowest values of the
pattern correlation index are identified at the beginning of
TCR during the period 1871 to 1900 AD. Analysing the ensemble members separately shows that the time series based
on the ensemble mean of TCR exceeds the range given by the
ensemble members. This is a hint that this reanalysis product
is not well constrained by observations in the Pacific during the early period, and thus the results for this period are
not trustworthy and could overemphasise the disagreement.
Focusing on the period 1915–2010 AD, where the reanalysis is better constrained by observations (nearly no difference between the mean over all the ensemble members and
the correlation time series derived from the ensemble mean
field), the pattern correlations show some change from 1 to
roughly 0.7. This range is smaller compared to the North
Atlantic, suggesting that more stable and time-independent
teleconnection patterns are active in the Pacific than in the
Atlantic. The model simulations support this result, showing a reduced range of the corresponding pattern correlation
indices for the Pacific (Fig. 4b–e). As for the Atlantic, the
simulations show biases for the Pacific relative to the 1971–
2000 baseline. No pattern correlation close to 1 is identified,
in other words, no time period resembles the current observations 1971–2000 AD in a perfect manner. The mean pattern correlation is reduced to ∼ 0.4 for CCSM3 and ∼ 0.6 for
ECHO-G. Again, using a higher resolution in CCSM3 shows
no substantial improvement in simulating the teleconnections
compared with the T31 control simulations. Further, the time
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3, but for the Pacific (see inset in a).

series of the Pacific behave similarly in the Ctrl and transient
simulations and no external forcing imprint (or under future
GHG forcing) is found.
Thus, we conclude that the temporal variability of simulated teleconnections of the Northern Hemisphere north of
20◦ N is not different from internal climate variability for the
last 1000 years. Moreover, the results are not sensitive to the
window size (not shown).
3.3

Spatial differences of teleconnection patterns

Further insights in the differences of the correlation patterns
are gained by a composite analysis of the 30-year running
window teleconnectivity patterns. Therefore, the time series
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of pattern correlation are used as an index. If this index
exceeds two standard deviations, the corresponding teleconnectivity maps are selected and averaged in order to obtain the mean teleconnectivity map, which shows the closest
agreement with the 1971–2000 baseline. If the index is below two standard deviations, the mean teleconnectivity map
illustrates the pattern, which disagrees with the reference pattern of 1971–2000. These composites illustrate the characteristic teleconnection patterns of agreement and disagreement with the reference pattern. It shall be mentioned that the
mean of different teleconnectivity patterns is not necessarily meaningful. However, in the analysis presented below the
composite spans a similar range of correlation coefficients
from −0.75 to −0.45 as the teleconnectivity deduced from
a single 30-year period, e.g. 1971–2000. This indicates that
the patterns included in the composites are very similar to
each other. Therefore the application of a composite analysis is trustworthy. As increasing the resolution of CCSM3
shows no difference, the T85 simulation is excluded from
this analysis.
The composite of the high pattern correlation index in
the North Atlantic resembles the observed reference pattern
as expected in reanalysis and models (Fig. 5, left column).
Moreover, the range of the teleconnectivity of the composites
is similar to the observed reference period and indicates that
the variability between the composite members is low and
the identified patterns are therefore a robust description of
the correlation pattern for high index conditions. All model
simulations show the well-known dipole pattern of the NAO.
Again, CCSM3 shows some stronger deviations when comparing Fig. 5c, g with observations (Fig. 5a), where a pattern connecting North Africa with a centre located north of
Spain is identified in the simulations. This explains the lower
maximum pattern correlation found for CCSM3. The ECHOG simulations agree better than CCSM3, but still overemphasise the teleconnectivity in central Europe, which is connected with the eastern Mediterranean (Fig. 5e, i). Concerning situations of disagreement in the TCR (the period 1940–
1969 AD) the NAO-type teleconnection is shifted to the west
and a new wave-train-like teleconnection pattern connecting the British Islands with West Greenland and the eastern Mediterranean is detected (Fig. 5b). The simulated composites of the low pattern correlation index in the North Atlantic partly resemble the observed patterns (Fig. 5d, f, h, j).
CCSM3 simulates the western shift of the NAO-type pattern,
however the southern centre of this western pattern is shifted
northwards with respect to Fig. 5b. Moreover, CCSM3 does
not show the pattern over Europe. Instead, the model shows
the tripole pattern with centres of action located south of
the British Islands and south of the Canary Islands and
North Africa already discussed in Sect. 3.1 as model bias. In
contrast, the ECHO-G simulations identifies the European–
eastern Mediterranean pattern, however they fail to generate the western shift of the NAO-type pattern. Instead the
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is found for the reliable period 1915–2008 (Fig. 4a). The corresponding teleconnectivity (Fig. 6b) exhibits a change in the
PNA pattern, shifting its centres of action over southwest
Canada and over Florida to the Gulf of Mexico. Moreover,
the WP pattern is shifted to the northwest. Concerning the
model simulations for the anomalous patterns, we find that
the PNA pattern is only weakly affected with a slight shift
of the Florida centre of action. The main difference is found
in the western part of the Pacific where the model simulations lose the WP pattern. Additionally, CCSM3 simulates a
split of the tropical centre of the PNA, which is potentially a
model bias (Sect. 3.1). As for the Atlantic, the Pacific composites of the model simulations show a similar range of teleconnectivity as the observations, therefore giving evidence
of the robustness of these patterns. Overall, the changes in
the North Pacific are less pronounced than in the Atlantic,
favouring the conclusion that teleconnections in the Pacific
are more stable than in the Atlantic.
4

Fig. 5. Composites of teleconnectivity for all periods with high (left
panels) and low (right panels) spatial correlation in the Atlantic:
(a) TCR for period 1971–2000, (b) TCR for period 1940–1969, (c,
d) composites of all CCSM3 Ctrl simulations, (e, f) composites of
the ECHO-G Ctrl1990 simulation, (g, h) composites of all CCSM3
transient simulations and (i, j) composites of all ECHO-G transient
simulations. Note that the composites are selected according to a
distance of at least two standard deviations from the mean of the
corresponding spatial correlation times series of Fig. 3. The yellow
squares in (a) and (b) show the location for the index definition in
Sect. 4.

NAO-type pattern is shifted southwards by roughly 10◦ , reflecting the biases of ECHO-G (Sect. 3.1).
The North Pacific composite of the high pattern correlation
index resembles the observed reference pattern from 1971–
2000 AD (Fig. 6, left column). The WP and PNA patterns
are found in all simulations with only minor deviations in
the locations of the centres of action (i.e. the composite of
CCSM3 shows a tendency to split the tropical centre of the
PNA pattern into two; Fig. 6c). Again, this is expected, as the
pattern correlation indices are on average higher than for the
Atlantic (Figs. 3 and 4). The observed anomalous period is
from 1915 to 1944 AD, where the lowest pattern correlation
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014

Implications for proxy reconstructions

Proxy-based reconstructions for past atmospheric circulation
patterns rely, as mentioned before, on the assumption of stationarity in the relationship between a proxy signal and the
corresponding atmospheric circulation. It has been illustrated
in a number of studies that this assumption, primarily derived from late TCR, might not hold if one considers longer
timescales (e.g. Lehner et al., 2012b). Moreover, within the
observational period as well as in model simulations, the teleconnection patterns in both the Atlantic and Pacific change
over time (as demonstrated in Sect. 3). This means that what
are currently (1971–2000 AD) considered the dominant teleconnection patterns (e.g. NAO and PNA) do not necessarily look the same during other time periods of equal length.
Therefore one can expect that, along with changes in the teleconnection patterns, the correlation strength of a fixed proxy
site with the atmospheric circulation may change.
The period of maximum disagreement with the reference teleconnectivity pattern in the Atlantic in TCR (1940–
1969 AD) features the NAO-like dipole, but substantially
shifted to the west (Fig. 5b). This pattern is termed the Baffin
Island–West Atlantic (BWA) pattern (Shabbar et al., 1997)
and is defined here from the maxima of teleconnectivity in
the North Atlantic during this time period:
BWA = 0.5 · [Z 0 (39◦ N; 62◦ W) − Z 0 (68◦ N; 64◦ W)], (1)
with Z 0 being the normalised Z500 time series. The degree of
independence of the BWA from the NAO has been discussed
(e.g. Shabbar et al., 1997) and new studies describe a distinct
anti-phasing of BWA and NAO during certain periods of the
twentieth century (e.g. Moore et al., 2011)
Similarly, an index is defined for the wave train that
emerges in the eastern North Atlantic region (hereafter
AWAVE) during the anomalous period of 1940–1969 AD:
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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Fig. 6. Composites of teleconnectivity for all periods with high
(left panels) and low (right panels) spatial correlation in the Pacific:
(a) TCR for period 1971–2000, (b) TCR for period 1915–1944, (c,
d) composites of all CCSM3 Ctrl simulations, (e, f) composites of
the ECHO-G Ctrl1990 simulation, (g, h) composites of all CCSM3
transient simulations and (i, j) composites of all ECHO-G transient
simulations. Note that the composites are selected according to a
distance of at least two standard deviations from the mean of the
corresponding spatial correlation times series of Fig. 4. The yellow
squares in (a) and (b) show the location for the index definition in
Sect. 4.

AWAVE = 0.5 · Z 0 (50◦ N; 7◦ E) − 0.25 · [Z 0 (32◦ N;
37◦ E) + Z 0 (80◦ N; 29◦ W)].

(2)

AWAVE bears similarities with the North Sea–Caspian Pattern (NCP; Kutiel and Benaroch, 2002), however, it features a
third node at higher latitudes and has the eastern node shifted
south compared to NCP.
The usefulness of these two indices, BWA and AWAVE,
in describing climate variability over time can now be tested
and compared against the NAO. Figure 7 shows the coefficient of determination R 2 (the squared correlation of an
index with a climate field, serving as an estimate of explained variance) of the indices NAO, BWA, and AWAVE
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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for the classical proxy variables of precipitation and surface air temperature (SAT) during the phase of strong and
weak NAO-like teleconnection (1971–2000 and 1940–1969,
respectively). Additionally, R 2 is also shown for sea level
pressure (SLP). As known from earlier studies (e.g. Hurrell,
1995), the NAO describes variability of precipitation in the
western Mediterranean region and northern Europe, SAT in
central Europe and Greenland, and the SLP dipole between
Iceland and the Azores. Compared to the NAO, the BWA
shows smaller coefficients for precipitation, but larger coefficients for SAT in the western part of the North Atlantic. Similar to the NAO it has an equivalent barotropic signature in the
SLP. The AWAVE explains a substantial amount of precipitation and SAT variability mainly over Europe. It is interesting
to see that the AWAVE has no equivalent barotropic imprint
in SLP, but features a SLP dipole with a southern node centred on Europe.
By averaging R 2 across the North Atlantic domain and
– more important for proxies – the continental Atlantic domain, the time evolution of the coefficient of determination
is illustrated (Fig. 8). The NAO describes North Atlanticwide climate variability best during roughly the last 30–
40 years, when it profits from high values in selected areas,
expressed as a large area fraction of values exceeding 0.4
(0.4 = 40 % variability explained, which is a good estimate
for mode dominance). Before that, the spatially averaged R 2
of NAO drops and BWA or AWAVE usually show higher index values.
This becomes even more apparent when considering only
the land area, where the AWAVE describes a larger fraction
of the climate variability than the NAO for most of the time.
Except for the period around 1920, when none of the indices
shows particularly high values, the AWAVE displays higher
or equally high values as the NAO in both spatial average
and area fraction > 0.4 of R 2 . The BWA index shows good
spatially averaged coefficients, but covers only a small area
with values > 0.4.
As mentioned in the previous section, changes are much
weaker for the PNA. The PNA during 1971–2000 and its
shifted expression during the period of largest disagreement,
1915–1944, are defined as
PNA = 0.25 · [Z(17◦ N, 173◦ W) − Z(46◦ N, 165◦ W)
+ Z(58◦ N, 105◦ W) − Z(28◦ N, 83◦ W)]
(3)
and

PNAshifted = 0.25 · Z(19◦ N, 173◦ W) − Z(53◦ N, 169◦ W)


+ Z(45◦ N, 113◦ W) − Z(30◦ N, 98◦ W) .

(4)

The surface signatures of these two indices are largely congruent, even when comparing them in the two different periods (Fig. 9). This indicates that the PNA of the twentieth
century is a relatively robust mode. Also, the spatially averaged R 2 of the two PNA expressions for temperature and
precipitation are highly correlated over time (not shown).
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014
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Fig. 7. Coefficient of determination of (a) the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), (b) the Baffin Island–West Atlantic pattern (BWA), and
(c) the Atlantic Wave Train (AWAVE) for precipitation, surface air temperature, and sea level pressure, deduced from the TCR ensemble
mean. The time period 1971–2000 is defined as the reference period; 1940–1969 is the 30-year period of largest disagreement in teleconnectivity from the reference period. See text for further details.

Fig. 8. Explanatory power of teleconnection modes in TCR. (a; upper lines, left y axis) 30-year moving spatially averaged coefficient of
determination R 2 of the NAO, BWA, and AWAVE for precipitation over the North Atlantic domain (see text and Fig. 7 for details on domain
and indices). (a; lower lines, right y axis) 30-year moving average of fraction of domain area where R 2 > 0.4. Vertical lines mark the two
periods shown in Fig. 7. (b) Same as (a) but for temperature. (c, d) Same as (a, b) but for the North Atlantic land only. Shown is the range of
the ensemble members and the ensemble mean of the individual members.

5

Conclusions

Changing correlation structures of the Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation are investigated for the period 1000–2100 AD using reanalysis data and different sets
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014

of millennium-long control and externally forced simulations
with two coupled climate models. The observed and simulated centres of action of the major teleconnection patterns
for NAO and PNA are not stable in time. In particular, the
observed patterns in the North Atlantic sector vary strongly,
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Fig. 9. As Fig. 7 but for (a) the Pacific North American pattern
(PNA) and (b) the shifted PNA.

showing a splitting in a north–south dipole in the western part
of the North Atlantic, and a wave train pattern in the eastern part and over Europe during some periods. The observed
structural changes in the North Pacific and over North America are smaller compared to the North Atlantic. The findings
for the North Atlantic are in line with earlier studies assuming a non-stationarity of the centres of action of the NAO
(Raible et al., 2001, 2006), a continuum of teleconnection
patterns (Franzke and Feldstein, 2005) and recently a postulated changing linear combination of the leading modes of
variability in the North Atlantic (Moore et al., 2013).
Expanding the analysis further back in time and into the
future with model simulations complements the picture, although model biases are evident in simulating the teleconnection patterns and the locations of their centres of action. These biases remain even when the resolution is increased, as illustrated by one model set up. This is a hint
that climate models still suffer from under-representation
of important atmospheric processes, such as blocking action (Woollings et al., 2010a; Buehler et al., 2011) or
stratosphere–troposphere interaction (e.g. Kodera et al.,
1996) and demonstrate our incomplete understanding of atmosphere dynamics. Despite these biases, the model simulations show strong variability of the teleconnection patterns
over time, and to some extent similar deviations are found
in the reanalysis data for the past 130 years. Comparing the
transient simulations with external forcing and with the behaviour of the corresponding control simulations shows that
the temporal variability of teleconnections of the Northern
Hemisphere north of 20◦ N is, over time, not different from
www.clim-past.net/10/537/2014/
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internal climate variability for the last 1000 years. Even for
the rather high external forcing of the A2 scenario for the future, a systematic change is not found. This contradicts earlier findings by Ulbrich and Christoph (1999) who suggested
a north-eastwards shift of the NAO centres of action under
greenhouse-gas-induced warming. Whether this is a robust
finding is questionable, as our ensemble of opportunity encompasses only three simulations and should be assessed in
a wider pool of simulations such as CMIP5 (Taylor et al.,
2012).
The reasons for changing teleconnection structures are less
understood. The periods in the reanalysis where teleconnection patterns disagree with the current locations resemble, to
some extent, periods with different atmosphere–ocean coupling. Raible et al. (2001) identified periods during which
decadal-scale variability of the NAO coincides with strong
coupling of the atmosphere to the ocean underneath, whereas
periods dominated by interannual variability seem to be related to tropical SST changes in the Pacific. In line with
these changes, the coupling between the Atlantic and Pacific is found to be variable over time (Raible et al., 2004;
Luksch et al., 2005; Pinto et al., 2011). Other reasons such
as stratosphere–troposphere interaction (Kodera et al., 1996;
Woollings et al., 2010a) or sea–ice interaction with the atmosphere (e.g. Lehner et al., 2013) are also potential drivers
of such changes, but this needs to be the focus of future
research.
Another important conclusion concerns the reconstruction
of modes of variability back in time. Such reconstructions
rely on a stationary relationship between the proxy site and
the atmospheric mode, often implying that the dominant atmospheric mode does not change over time. We show that
changes in the dominant mode occur already in the twentieth century, in particular in the North Atlantic. The explanatory power of the NAO for climate variability, for example,
is highest in the last 30–40 years. Before that, the emergence
of other modes draws a more complex picture of atmospheric
variability and contrasts with the simplified interpretation of
atmospheric teleconnections usually presented in paleoclimate reconstructions.
Selected proxy sites may be used to reconstruct a known
atmospheric mode (e.g. the NAO as we know it from 1971–
2000), but we have no good means yet to determine whether
this was actually the dominant mode. However, knowing the
dominant mode is important for the interpretation of independent proxies, as different modes can imply different physical mechanisms for a recorded proxy signal. Given the popularity in the literature to relate new proxies to the dominant
modes (e.g. Trouet et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2012), it is important to develop gridded reconstructions of sea level pressure (Küttel et al., 2010) along with new methods that allow
us to determine the dominant mode from a proxy network.
Together with other studies (e.g. Lehner et al., 2012b)
these results offer potential explanations for discrepancies
between existing reconstructions of modes of variability.
Clim. Past, 10, 537–550, 2014
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Further, they advise future reconstructions of atmospheric
modes to thoroughly test and carefully select the proxies to
be used and, most importantly, to cautiously interpret their
results with respect to what part of past climate variability
can be explained by a specific reconstruction.
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